
How Ninja Prediction Exchange Is Changing
The Game… Forever.
Ninja is a peer-to-peer decentralized
prediction exchange - no bookies or
books. We got rid of the middlemen, and
then we put it on the blockchain.

HCMC, PHU NUAN, VIETNAM,
September 5, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/
-- How A Prediction Exchange Is
Changing The Game… Forever.

Ninja is a peer-to-peer decentralized
prediction exchange - no bookies or
books. We got rid of the middlemen,
and then we put it on the blockchain.
This allows users to safely place their
bets, with their money safe and secured with the beauty of the smart contracts. 

Why did we do it?

People love to place bets (online, brick and mortar, casually between friends) whether it's on
Trump building a wall or if Vitalik Buterin will jump ship to Google. 

But they are currently forced to use bookies, gaming apps, hand over their data and pay
ridiculous fees. As the saying goes “the house always wins”, we decided that it was time to
change that. 

It’s a huge, broken industry. We are currently at the bookie's mercy, being forced to pay high fees,
use the ridiculous margins, being limited to what we can bet on and handing over all of that
highly valuable personal data. Then, of course, there are scams, with millions and millions of
dollars being lost every year. People are creating fake betting slips, scamming people out of their
hard-earned cash and getting away with it. Then, of course, everyone has that friend that refuses
to payout.

So we decided to build Ninja - a platform where we can create our own odds, play against our
peers, enjoy guaranteed payouts, not fall victims to scams and stop handing over our data. 

We really value privacy and we wanted to create a platform where people could come and not
have to worry about login details, remembering a password, downloading an app, giving their
first born and handing over their data, just to have all that juicy information sold to the highest
bidder. 

All of our users have 100% ninja anonymity. There are no downloads, no sign-ups, you log in with
your secured private key and we don’t hold any of your data. Our ninjas are also able to create
their own odds, without limits-if you side with John Mcafee and you want to predict that Bitcoin
is going to the moon and will be worth $5 million in 2020, then you can place that bet on Ninja;
we are pretty sure there is someone out there who will want to take that bet. 

http://www.einpresswire.com


Ninja holds your money and as soon as the outcome has been verified (by a reputable news
source) that money is released. Cutting the payout time from days to minutes. 

Feel free to get in touch, we’re super excited to hear your thoughts.

Ninja - The Anonymous Exchange Of Everything
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Ninja Prediction 

Go to www.ninja.org on your mobile

Hang with us on telegram: http://t.me/ninja_org
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